Complexes formed by complementary RNA stem-loops. Their formations, structures and interaction with ColE1 Rom protein.
Regulation of replication of plasmid ColE1 involves interaction of two plasmid-specified RNA transcripts. One of these RNAs (RNA II) serves as a primer for DNA synthesis, and the other (RNA I) is complementary to part of RNA II. The complementary regions of RNA I and RNA II form several stem-loop structures. Binding of these RNAs that regulates DNA replication begins by interaction at the loop regions. Plasmid-coded Rom protein stabilizes the product of the interaction. In this paper, the mechanism of the loop-to-loop interaction between pairs of RNA stem-loops having various nucleotide sequences is studied. Binding of two stem-loops containing six to eight nucleotides in their loops requires that the loop sequences be complementary, whereas the stem sequences need not be. The association rate constants for binding of complementary pairs with various sequences are relatively similar, around 1 x 10(6) M-1 S-1. On the other hand, the rates of dissociation of the complexes vary greatly depending on the loop sequence, even for complexes having the same base composition, suggesting a strong effect of base-stacking. All the complementary bases in the seven-nucleotide loops participate in complex formation, and the resulting complex is bent a little at the interacting region. Rom binds and stabilizes any complex formed by pairs containing fully complementary loop sequences. Structures are proposed for the RNA complexes with and without Rom.